Blue Origin Enterprise Tour Requirements

The Blue Origin Enterprise is open to U.S. citizens who are not employees of a competing organization or sector.

Citizenship Verification

**DoD Military, Civilian, and Contractors**

Use the [Defense Information System for Security (DISS)](https://diis.mil). Attendees can send an unclassified visit notification via DISS including the following information:

- **Purpose of Visit:** UAH College of Business, Business of Space Conference
- **Point of Contact:** April McMeans
- **POC Phone:** (256) 824-6048
- **Visited SMO:** 9B9445
- **Dates of Visit:** April 21-23, 2024

**Non-DoD, Military, Civilian, and Contractors**

Attendees without access to DISS must submit a Visit Request Letter as follows. The letter can be in the format best suited for your organization, however, it must contain all the information listed below.

The request must be:

- Typed on your company letterhead;
- Identify you by name as a company employee;
- State your citizenship;
- Include the last four digits of your social security number and date of birth;
- State the following: Attending the UAH Business of Space Conference, April 21-23, 2024;
- Signed by your company FSO, immediate supervisor, or program manager who is willing to legally verify the information.

Fax requests to the UAH Office of Research Security at 256.824.6929 or email requests to april.mcmeans@uah.edu. If sent via email, the document must be password protected, with the password sent in a separate email.